Presentation Content (5 points each)

**Background & Motivation:** Is the background well-structured and clearly explained? Is previous work properly cited? Is the motivation for the research clearly addressed? Does the presenter adequately explain the importance or impact of the research?

**Objectives & Problem Statement:** Are the objectives stated? Is the problem well formulated and clearly explained?

**Methods & Approach:** Are the methods and their relevance to the research problem explained clearly?

**Results & Analysis:** Are the findings summarized clearly and with appropriate tables and plots? If actual results are not available, are expected results discussed?

**Conclusions:** Are the conclusions tied to the problem statement? Do they make sense based on the results obtained (or expected)?

Delivery (5 points each)

**Organization:** Is the presentation logically organized? Does the information flow in a logical manner? Is the full presentation delivered in the allotted time (10-12 minutes)?

**Slide Design:** Are the slides easy to follow and read? Are the slides designed in a professional manner? Do the presentation slides contain an appropriate balance of text, graphics and tables?

**Presentation Skills:** Is the presenter enthusiastic? Does the presenter capture your attention? Does the presenter use language that the audience can understand (e.g., explains technical terms and avoids technical jargon)? Does the presenter speak at an appropriate pace? Does the presenter have good eye contact with the audience? Does the presenter handle questions in a professional manner?